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The Data Growth & Management Conundrum
Storfirst Migration
Essentials:

Graceful growth is the ultimate goal of a data center manager, however, growth
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concerns for IT professionals updating their storage environment. These concerns



Software-based with wizard
driven tasks for ease of use



Centralized management user
interface

equals disruptive transitions. The complexities of storage hardware choices, as well as
the legal ramifications of losing or damaging data during a migration, are real
involve data quality issues and can amplify when migrating from a legacy system to a
new storage platform. The traditional way of migrating data, with a third-party
organization, is time consuming, expensive and extremely disruptive. Down time and
laborious hours are an anticipated norm. In fact, according to a Gartner/Standish
group study, 67% of data migration projects suffer from implementation delays, but



No data access downtime

this doesn't need to be the case. Seven10's Storfirst Migration is the industry's leading
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software solution designed to provide economical, easy and non-disruptive data
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migration from legacy data storage to EMC Isilon scale-out NAS.
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Highly Cost-Effective


Non-disruptive and economic
migration from existing storage
to EMC Isilon



Remote start-to-finish
customer care eliminates
expensive on-site resources

Guaranteed Data Protection


Seven10's SmartSynch™
technology ensures that data
cannot be lost, corrupted, or
modified



Seven10's auditing process
guarantees ZERO data loss by
verifying source and target



Complete index of all migrated
data
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Superior Performance


Migrate Data Smarter with Seven10

Fast migration for maximum

Understanding the various challenges in a data migration is one of Seven10's

performance

specialties. Seven10 Storage Software delivers economical and flexible data migration
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capabilities for EMC storage platforms. Our family of products compliments the
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benefits of EMC Isilon scale-out NAS platform. Storfirst Migration is the industry's
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SOLUTION OVERVIEW

only software-only solution designed to provide seamless migration from existing
archival storage platforms, filers or existing file systems. Comprised with an "ingest
engine" and SmartSynch™ technology, Storfirst Migration is capable of migrating a
wide variety of content from existing storage systems and is built to help any
organization evolve without disruption.

EMC Isilon/Storfirst Migration Course of Action
Storfirst Migration software provides unmatched data security and guarantees no data
loss from old storage platforms to EMC Isilon. Seven10's "5Point Migration Services"
delivers a simple, repeatable, proven and trusted path to new Isilon storage by; (1)
Performing a detailed inventory of the file and directories on existing storage, (2)
Synchronizing old storage data to new without interrupting access to legacy content,
(3) Auditing the migration so that ZERO data loss is achieved, (4) Verification of
source and target, (5) Final cutover to Isilon.

Summary
Seven10 is an enterprise storage software company that provides organizations with
an easy path to new storage adoption with migration capabilities that gracefully move
data off existing storage arrays. With proven success in healthcare, finance, and
compliance-driven markets, and an installed base that includes many of today's
Fortune 500 companies, Seven10 has become a highly trusted partner of EMC. For
more than 14 years, Seven10 has forged a tight, collaborative partnership with EMC.
By furnishing purpose-built data migration capabilities for EMC customers, Seven10
delivers a solution that provides unfettered access, unmatched success and an
immediate progression to EMC Isilon. Technology built to outpace innovation.

About Seven10
Seven10 is a market leading developer of software-driven data migrations and cloudbased information lifecycle management (ILM) software. The company’s awardwinning technology provides organizations a simple, unified information management
system that includes data migration capabilities from existing storage arrays. With
support for on-premise and cloud technologies, Seven10 helps customers protect their
most essential corporate data – offering a secure, scalable, and centralized view of
tiered storage.

About EMC
EMC is a global leader in enabling businesses and service providers to transform their
operations and deliver IT as a service. Fundamental to this transformation is cloud
computing. Through innovative products and services, EMC accelerates the journey to
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cloud computing, helping IT departments to store, manage, protect, and analyze their
most valuable asset— information—in a more agile, trusted, and cost-efficient way.

To learn more about how EMC
products, services, and solutions can
help solve your business and IT
challenges, contact your local
representative or authorized reseller,
visit www.emc.com, or explore and
compare products in the EMC Store.
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